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Stretchable conductors are the foundation of soft electronic circuits. Manufacturing elastic wiring networks to distribute and carry electrical potentials and currents in soft circuits is a persistent challenge, as micrometer-scale structuring over large areas, high electrical conductivity, robustness, long-term stability, and reliable mechanical performance are rarely concurrent. In the last decade, combinations of materials and manufacturing techniques have been proposed to engineer stretchable conductors and related networks. We distinguish two classes of stretchable electronic conductors based on solid and liquid materials. There is also potential for ionic conductors to be implemented as stretchable conductors, but they currently apply only to selected applications.

The stretchability of solid electronic conductors is enabled, but also limited by, geometric designs engineered at the nanomicro-, and macroscopic scales. Meanders are a straightforward design leading to reversible elasticity. Neary constant electrical resistance is maintained independently of applied elongation in conductors with wrinkles induced by prestretching of the elastomeric substrate, or buckling of plastic–metal–plastic multilayered ribbons. The integration of these constructs on soft substrates may be complex, and the engineered elasticity is usually limited to predefined directions. Microstructuring and nanostructuring of thin metal films embedded in elastomeric substrates are efficient strain relief approaches enabling reversible, multiaxial stretchability to tens of percent. These conductors display electrical conductivity much lower than continuous metal films of similar thickness. Composites prepared with nanomaterials, e.g., carbon nanotubes, metallic nanowires and nanoparticles, embedded in elastomeric carriers are a popular alternative as they enable tailored, multiaxial elastic conductors but associated patterning and contacting techniques are challenging.

The second class of stretchable electronic conductors employs liquids as conductive materials. Liquids flow “on demand” and rearrange under the influence of external forces. Liquid metals, encapsulated in soft materials, have therefore attracted much attention in recent years to manufacture soft conductors with metallic conductivity, high stretchability and reconfigurability. Gallium-based alloys, rather than toxic mercury, are widely used. The high surface tension and the passivating oxide skin that spontaneously forms on the surface of these liquids hinder their patterning using conventional techniques. Alternative methods focus on injection into channels, molding and printing for rapid manufacturing of highly conductive and stretchable metal networks but none of these patterning techniques offer high-resolution batch processing over large (wafer-scale) surface areas.

Based on these observations, we developed a new class of stretchable electronic conductors formed of biphasic solid–liquid thin metal films. A bilayer metallization sequence starting with the sputtering of an alloying gold film followed by the thermal evaporation of liquid gallium (that displays a melting point of 29.8 °C) results in a heterogeneous film composed of clusters of the solid intermetallic alloy AuGa₂ and supercool liquid gallium forming a continuous network and dispersed bulges (Figure 1a–c). We designed and engineered the biphasic metallic films to be compatible with large-area and standard microfabrication. Figure 1d,e shows examples of fine patterns produced at wafer scale on elastomeric substrates. Multilayered stretchable circuits can be readily integrated by covalently bonding membranes hosting patterned biphasic conductors connected through soft vias. Figure 1e displays a 4 × 4 wafer-sized hybrid array of surface mounted light emitting diodes interconnected with a two-level network of biphasic solid–liquid conductors. The array withstood demanding multiaxial inflation cycles, constantly delivering power to the optoelectronic devices (Movie S1, Supporting Information).

To prepare the stretchable biphasic solid–liquid thin metal films, a two-step process was developed in which liquid gallium was evaporated on a substrate preliminarily coated with a wetting and alloying thin film. We selected poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), a silicone, as the soft carrier substrate and a gold film sputtered on the PDMS as the alloying layer. However, our process is not limited to those materials (Figure S1 and S2, Supporting Information). Non-noble metals may be used, provided the alloying thin film is not oxidized.

The high surface tension of the liquid metal prevented the formation of an evaporated continuous liquid metal film on bare silicone substrates. Instead, the surface of the elastomer was covered with a nonconducting arrangement of liquid gallium microdroplets (Figure S3, Supporting Information). In contrast, evaporating gallium on an alloying metal film, first deposited on the silicone surface, overcame the cohesive forces.
by allowing the liquid metal to diffuse, which further promoted the development of a continuous biphasic thin film.

To assess the growth of the gold–gallium solid–liquid films and the transition from a solid to a biphasic material, we analyzed their surface with scanning electron and atomic force microscopies (Figure 2). We defined the parameter $\beta$ as the atomic ratio ($n_{Ga}/n_{Au}$) in the biphasic film (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). Before gallium evaporation, $\beta = 0$. The gold-coated PDMS surface revealed characteristic wrinkles resulting from compressive stress induced by thermal expansion of the elastomeric substrate during deposition of the solid metal film. 

For $\beta = 3.2$, pronounced buckling with micrometer amplitude and wavelength was observed. The gold film completely alloyed with the evaporated gallium to form the intermetallic compound AuGa$_2$ (Figure S5 and S6, Supporting Information). Gold–gallium alloying results in large volume expansion (340%) of the film as the lattice constant of the metal increases from 4.08 Å in pure gold to 6.08 Å in AuGa$_2$. This likely induces larger compressive stress in the thin film on the PDMS substrate, reinforcing its wavy topography (Figure 2c). As the ratio was increased further ($\beta = 3.9$), the buckling in the film disappeared. This was also concomitant to accumulation of liquid gallium in microscopic bulges of different sizes (<1 μm) (Figure 2). Adding more gallium resulted in a distribution of larger bulges (<20 μm for $\beta = 13$) while the rest of the AuGa$_2$/Ga film remained flat. In films prepared with very high $\beta$ ($\beta = 26$), more than 80% of the film surface area remained thin (<1 μm thick) (Figure S7, Supporting Information).

We next evaluated the electromechanical performance of the biphasic solid–liquid film on PDMS substrates. We characterized the biphasic conductors during uniaxial stretching cycles with four-wire resistance measurements and scanning electron microscopy (Figure 3; Figure S8, Supporting Information). Films prepared with $\beta < 3.2$ were conductive after fabrication but failed with catastrophic cracking during release from the carrier substrate and subsequent handling. For $\beta = 3.9$, the films maintained electrical conduction when strained up to 0.8. For large deformations (strain > 0.1), the amount of liquid gallium available was not sufficient to prevent the formation of cracks thereby leading to irreversible damage in the film and permanent degradation of its macroscopic electrical conductivity (Figure 3a,b). Scanning electron microscopy images suggest the biphasic film coped with the applied deformation by maintaining partial continuity. In films prepared with $\beta > 6$, liquid gallium percolated throughout the AuGa$_2$ clusters and maintained electrical continuity in the tested strain range (0–0.8 strain) (Figure 3a,b; Figure S9, Supporting Information).
Next we assessed the initial sheet resistance, the gauge factor and relative change of resistance at relaxed state (0 strain) after twenty stretching cycles (0–0.5 strain) of the biphasic films (Figure 3c). The sheet resistance is reported assuming that the measurement is made over a length scale much greater than the thickness \( l \gg t \) and topology of the film, which can therefore be considered an electrically homogeneous material. We found that for sufficiently high atomic ratios \( \beta > 6 \), the biphasic films combined low sheet resistance \( < 1 \, \Omega \text{sq}^{-1} \), low gauge factor \( \approx 1 \), and no dependence on strain history.

In brief, the elemental composition of the biphasic films defines their electromechanical response: a) for \( \beta < 3.2 \), the film initially conducts and fails at minimal stretch; b) for \( 3.2 < \beta < 6 \), the electrical conduction of the film displays strain-history dependence; c) for \( \beta > 6 \), the film displays low sheet resistance regardless of the strain history (Figure 3a–c).

To demonstrate the electromechanical robustness and assess fatigue resistance of the biphasic films, we stretched a conductor \( \beta = 13 \) to 0.5 strain one million times over a period of 1 week (Figure 3d). The film withstood the cyclic deformation, displaying minimal variation in resistance over time. When processed on a polyurethane substrate, the biphasic metallization \( \beta = 5.2 \) sustained reliably uniaxial stretching to five times its initial length (Figure 3e). We radially stretched a PDMS membrane hosting biphasic conductors \( \beta = 13 \) to three times its initial surface area. The PDMS membrane fractured before the biphasic conductors electrically failed (Figure S10, Supporting Information).

The physical deposition process also enabled patterning using a conventional and high throughput microstructuring method (Figure 1d and Figure 4; Figure S11 and S12, Supporting Information). We developed a scalable lift-off process to achieve a critical dimension of 10 μm (Figure S12a, Supporting Information). There is a tradeoff between high-resolution patterning and high electromechanical performance, i.e., the selection of \( \beta \) should lead to liquid gallium bulges small enough to enable efficient lift-off. We produced arbitrary 2D shapes across an extended area (more than 50 mm × 80 mm) while maintaining sharp features (RMS edge roughness of 2.7 μm for a 10 μm × 15 mm line; see Figure S12b–d in the Supporting Information), and we confirmed the exceptional electromechanical performance of the micropatterned conductive tracks (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Figure 4 illustrates the advanced capabilities of the solid–liquid metallization. We manufactured stretchable optoelectronic circuits, wearable sensors and heaters, and dielectric elastomer actuators. Interconnects and electrodes were exclusively prepared with intrinsically stretchable biphasic metal films.

We fabricated hybrid circuits of light emitted diodes (0.5 mm × 1 mm × 0.2 mm surface mount LEDs) interconnected with biphasic metal film conductors (Figure 1e and 4a). Figure 4a shows characteristic \( I \sim V \) transfer curves for a soft LED microcircuit stretched to 0.8 uniaxial strain.
The applied stretch minimally impacted the response of the diode circuit.

We prepared flexion-sensing strips composed of two strain gauges and interconnects integrated in a thin PDMS membrane (150 μm total thickness; Figure S14, Supporting Information). The thinness and softness of the sensing strips allowed for direct mounting on human skin and free motion of the fingers. Truly wearable sensors find applications in motion tracking, rehabilitation,[14] and soft robotics.[15] Our soft sensors monitored the full range of motion of the human finger, and the outcome in terms of kinematic reconstruction is comparable to our benchmark motion tracking system (Figure 4b and Figure S15 and Movie S2, Supporting Information).

We combined lift-off micropatterning and multilayer assembly methods to fabricate resistive Joule heaters. The biphasic metal displayed a thermal coefficient of resistance of $1.43 \times 10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$ and was compatible with high surface current densities (up to 200 A m$^{-2}$; Figure S16, Supporting Information). The soft epidermal thermal actuators provided a well-controlled heat source on the skin (Figure 4c), opening opportunities in noninvasive or minimally invasive biomedical mapping.[16]

In summary, compared with peer material technologies, biphasic solid–liquid thin gallium-based films answer demands for electrical and mechanical performance as well as patternability and scalability. Key to enabling the distinctive ability to manufacture intrinsically stretchable metallic conductors is the vapor phase deposition of liquid metal on an alloying thin metal film, leading to the formation of a continuous and thin solid–liquid film.

We demonstrated that biphasic solid–liquid thin metal lines can be routed in circuits to transport electrical signals between electronic devices and distribute power, and that they can do so even under demanding repeated and multiaxial mechanical loading. Biphasic solid–liquid conductors offer a promising means to generate useful stretchable devices and circuits. Exploiting the ability to arbitrarily pattern the thin and soft metallization with micrometer-scale precision over large areas will provide opportunities in a range of applications in tactile

Figure 3. Electromechanical response of biphasic gold–gallium films under large uniaxial deformation. A) SEM images of the surface of biphasic gold–gallium thin films prepared with atomic ratio $\beta$ of 3.9 and 13 on PDMS substrates. Top and bottom SEM images were obtained with the Everhart–Thornley (ET) detector for topographical contrast, and the backscattered electron (BSE) detector for elemental contrast, respectively. Scale bar: 2 μm. B) Relative change in electrical resistance as a function of applied engineering strain $\varepsilon$ of biphasic conductive tracks prepared with atomic ratio $\beta$ of 3.9 (left) and 13 (right). The conductors were first cycled 20 times to 0.1 applied strain. Next, every 20 stretch cycles, the maximal applied strain was increased by 0.1 to reach a maximal strain of 0.8. C) Initial sheet resistance ($R_0$, gauge factor (calculated over 0.5 strain cycle), and relative change in electrical resistance ($\varepsilon = 0$) after cycling to 0.5 maximum applied strain ($n = 3$ samples, error bars: S.D.). D) Relative change in electrical resistance over one million cycle to 0.5 strain of a biphasic gold–gallium conductor prepared with the atomic ratio $\beta = 13$. E) Relative change in electrical resistance of a biphasic gold–gallium conductor prepared with the atomic ratio $\beta = 13$ deposited on a polyurethane substrate. ($n = 10$ samples, ± S.D.).
electronic skins, deployable circuits, soft robotics, and soft bioelectronics.

**Experimental Section**

**PDMS Substrate Preparation:** First, 4 in. silicon wafers were exposed to oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma cleaner, 200 mTorr, 29 W, 30 s), then coated with a self-assembled layer of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sygma Aldrich) in a dessicator. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, mixed at 10:1 (w:w), prepolymer:crosslinker) was then spin-coated on the Si wafers (500 RPM for 1 min) and cured at 80 °C for at least 2 h in a convection oven.

**Stencil Mask Patterning of Biphasic Gold–Gallium Thin Films:** A customized Kapton shadow mask patterned with the negative of the conductor layout was laminated on the PDMS substrate. 60 nm of gold was sputtered through the shadow mask (DP 650, Alliance Concept) and then spin-coated on the Si wafers (500 RPM for 1 min) and cured at 80 °C for at least 2 h in a convection oven.

**Lift-Off Patterning of Biphasic Gold–Gallium Thin Films:** A PDMS substrate was exposed to oxygen plasma (200 mTorr, 29 W, 30 s), then spin-coated with photoresist (AZ-9260 from MicroChemicals) at 6000 rpm for 90 s and left at room temperature for 12 h. The resist was then exposed with a 210 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) dose (MJB4 mask aligner from Suss MicroTec, 365 nm UV lamp), developed in diluted AZ-400-K (MicroChemicals, 4:1 deionized water to developer volume ratio) and dried for 15 min at 60 °C on a hot plate. 40 nm of gold was sputtered to form an alloying layer and then 0.2 g of gallium was thermally evaporated. Lift-off was performed in a bath of SVC-14 (Shipley) for 24 h, followed by drying at 60 °C on a hot plate for 15 min.

**Uniaxial Electromechanical Characterization:** Biphasic gold–gallium thin film conductors were stencil-patterned on 120 μm thick PDMS to produce 15 mm long and 0.3 mm wide electrical conductors. Samples were subsequently cut in 10 mm by 30 mm rectangles and peeled from the wafer. Samples were mounted on a custom-built uniaxial tensile stretcher programmed to perform one million stretch-relaxation cycles (0–0.5 strain at a frequency of 1.4 Hz). Ten times per decade, counting cycles on a logarithmic scale, the stretcher...
slowed to 0.14 Hz for five cycles in order to record the position of the clamps and resistance of the sample.

**X-Ray Diffraction Analysis:** The analysis was conducted in a D8 Discover diffractometer from Bruker, with a Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å, 0.05° steps, 2 s per step). All samples were prepared and scanned on a float glass support wafer.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy:** SEM images were acquired in a Merlin microscope from Zeiss, using the Everhart–Thornley detector at a beam energy of 2–3 keV for topography contrast, and the backscattered electron detector at beam energy of 2–3 keV and grid voltage of 400 V for compositional contrast.

**Atomic Force Microscopy:** Atomic force microscope (AFM) images were acquired in a Dimension Fastscan AFM from Bruker with ScanAsyst-Air-HR probes from same supplier.

Manufacturing of Stretchable Circuits: A detailed description of the assembly of the LED arrays, wearable flexion sensors, thermal and dielectric elastomer actuators is provided in the Supporting Information.

**Supporting Information**

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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